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dark matter microbe science search mation emerging from the genome project will require the close interaction of all these scientific disciplines, perhaps on a scale that has not been seen before." That close interaction is evidenced by the trust's contribution to help the government build a high-intensity synchrotron radiation source. Once the playthings of physicists and chemists, synchrotrons are becoming increasingly important to biologists for unraveling molecular structure. By chipping in, the trust has ensured that a new synchrotron machine will be built. Britain currently has an aging synchrotron at Daresbury in northern England, but researchers have been pushing for a unique new high-intensity machine, dubbed Diamond. "A machine will be critical for resolving the structure of small molecules which make up living organisms and is an essential tool for structural biologists," says Dexter.
The government's plans have also calmed fears that it may be less concemed with supporting basic research than with the transfer of knowledge to industry to foster innovation-a theme constantly voiced by the previous government. According to Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon Brown: "It would be shortsighted to ignore the health of the science and engineering base itself That is why we need to invest now." Industry seems to agree with the government's strategy. Says a spokesperson for the pharmaceutical company SmithKline Beecham: "This new spending will make the U.K. a more attractive place for investment." -NIGEL WILLIAMS
PALEONTOLOGY

Smuggled Chinese Fossils on Exhibit
The Jurassic-era bird fossil from China was a real find for the Miyazaki Prefectural Museum of Nature and History in southwestern Japan. The clay slab containing the remains of a Confuciusornis sanctus served as an important element in a new exhibit on evolution that kicked off the museum's reopening in May. But 2 months later, pride has turned to embarrassment after museum officials learned that the fossil had in all probability been exported illegally.
The Miyazaki museum is not alone. In response to a 5 July expos6 on fossil trading in the Asahi Shimbun, one of Japan's largest daily newspapers, the Tottori Prefectural Museum also removed a Confuciusornis specimen from public viewing. Japanese scientists and museum officials say that the current incidents reflect their ignorance of the Chinese law. Prefectural and city museums often have only one or few curators in geology, says one Japanese paleontologist, and it is rare for them to be fossil specialists. "It is almost impossible for them to understand the details of Chinese domestic law regarding fossils," he adds.
Several museum officials say they asked the dealers if the fossils vere legal and were told not to worry, but none of the museums received documents gaining permission from the Chinese government to export the fossils. The dealer who sold the fossils to four of the museums, and who requested anonymity, says the fossils were mailed to him from China without any authorizing documents. Another dealer says that Chinese customs officials "have not requested any documents" during more than a dozen tnrps to bnrng home fossils.
None of the Japanese museums is currently exhibiting the fossils as they ponder .E~~I Big flap. Confuciusornis sanctus fossits, like this one in Beijing, are being traded in apparent violation of Chinese law.
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O F TH E WE E K their next move. "We are collaborating to solve the problem we all face, as there is no authority in Japan to deal with such a matter," says Miyazaki's Tetsuo Munekata. In New Mexico, the fossil is on temporary display while museum officials await promised paperwork from the dealer. If documents showing legal export are not produced, director Richard Smartt says that the museum will either relinquish its prize or seek to obtain permission from the Chinese government to display the fossil. The Senckenburg received assurances from its dealer that the fossils had gone through proper channels, says former assistant director Stefan Peters, who adds that "it would bother me a little if they really were illegally imported." Still, Peters says, "it is better that museums acquire these specimens rather than some private collection." Hou says he hopes the controversy will highlight the importance of proper stewardship of valuable fossils. "Exhibits must come from legal sources," says Hou, who at a 1996 international conference in Washington collected 75 signatures on a letter condemning the smuggling of bird fossils and asking authorities at the Chinese Academy of Sciences to exercise greater control over fossil excavations. "I think SACR should immediately collaborate with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to approach the Japanese government for the return of these fossils. At the same time, our government should crack down on fossil dealers."
Those not directly involved in the controversy say they hope the outcome will not restrict the ability of museums to serve the public. We are collaborating to solve the problem we all face, as there is no authority in Japan to deal with such a matter," says Miyazaki's Tetsuo Munekata. In New Mexico, the fossil is on temporary display while museum officials await promised paperwork from the dealer. If documents showing legal export are not produced, director Richard Smartt says that the museum will either relinquish its prize or seek to obtain permission from the Chinese government to display the fossil. The Senckenburg received assurances from its dealer that the fossils had gone through proper channels, says former assistant director Stefan Peters, who adds that "it would bother me a little if they really were illegally imported." Still, Peters says, "it is better that museums acquire these specimens rather than some private collection."
Hou says he hopes the controversy will highlight the importance of proper stewardship of valuable fossils. "Exhibits must come from legal sources," says Hou, who at a 1996 international conference in Washington collected 75 signatures on a letter condemning the smuggling of bird fossils and asking authorities at the Chinese Academy of Sciences to exercise greater control over fossil excavations. "I think SACR should immediately collaborate with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to approach the Japanese government for the return of these fossils. At the same time, our government should crack down on fossil dealers."
Those not directly involved in the controversy say they hope the outcome will not restrict the ability of museums to serve the public. We are collaborating to solve the problem we all face, as there is no authority in Japan to deal with such a matter," says Miyazaki's Tetsuo Munekata. In New Mexico, the fossil is on temporary display while museum officials await promised paperwork from the dealer. If documents showing legal export are not produced, director Richard Smartt says that the museum will either relinquish its prize or seek to obtain permission from the Chinese government to display the fossil. The Senckenburg received assurances from its dealer that the fossils had gone through proper channels, says former assistant director Stefan Peters, who adds that "it would bother me a little if they really were illegally imported." Still, Peters says, "it is better that museums acquire these specimens rather than some private collection." Hou says he hopes the controversy will highlight the importance of proper stewardship of valuable fossils. "Exhibits must come from legal sources," says Hou, who at a 1996 international conference in Washington collected 75 signatures on a letter condemning the smuggling of bird fossils and asking authorities at the Chinese Academy of Sciences to exercise greater control over fossil excavations. "I think SACR should immediately collaborate with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to approach the Japanese government for the return of these fossils. At the same time, our government should crack down on fossil dealers."
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